• To further improve the comparison of annotation terms, we will apply ontological relationships to refine the dissimilarity measures.
• In the future, we will expand keyword search results based on dissimilarity matrix if necessary.
We are developing software applications to perform meta-analysis of microarray experiments based on standardized experiment annotations aiming to identify similar experiments and cluster experiments. The applications were tested on files obtained from the ArrayExpress public repository. Annotation terms covering the biological intent and context of experiments were used to compute dissimilarity measures between experiments. Our applications will categorize the experiments resulting from keyword search based on experimental annotation information. These applications may motivate efforts of bench biologists to better annotate experiments. Meta-analysis software applications contain three components. The first software component extracts annotations from appropriate fields in MAGE-TAB files. The second module computes dissimilarity measures between pairs of experiments using extracted annotations. Given a set of keywords, the third software module will categorize the experiments containing given keywords using the dissimilarity matrix generated by the second software module.
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Our goal is to develop software applications that can identify similar experiments to a query experiment and group the experiments resulting from keyword search into various categories based on experimental annotations.
The first software module to retrieve annotations from MAGE-ML or MAGE-TAB files has been developed. Experimental annotations were successfully extracted from 5632 experiments. According to the scores of annotation components, around 50% of the experiments were not well annotated (scores ≤ 2), most coming from GEOD. We focused on a total of 2435 experiments with all considered components annotated in the following meta-analyses.
Experimental Annotation Experimental Annotation--based Clusters (2) based Clusters (2)
Experiments: E-CBIL-13 Beta cell specific ablation of Foxa2 (HNF-3b) in mice (glucose homeostasis) E-CBIL-6 HNF4alpha in beta cell function (insulin secretion and glucose tolerance) E-CBIL-37 foxA1 and beta cell function 
